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ON THE MONODROMY OF HIGHER LOGARITHMS

DINAKAR RAMAKRISHNAN

Abstract. The (multivalued) higher logarithms are interpreted, by studying their

monodromy, as giving well-defined maps from P¿ — (3 points} into certain complex

nilmanifolds with C*-actions.

The purpose of this note is to exhibit a family of unipotent representations of

Z * Z arising naturally from the monodromy of the higher logarithms ln¿. (see [4]),

and thereby interpret each ln¿. as yielding a well-defined map pk of P¿ — (0,1, 00}

into a (fc + l)-dimensional complex nilmanifold Mk+i equipped with a C*-action.

Moreover, a natural holomorphic connection vt is shown to exist on each fibration

Mk+] -» Mk+i/C*, with respect to which pk is flat. The role of dilogarithm in the

study of volumes of hyperbolic 3-manifolds [5], arithmetic [1,2], TT-theory and

Kac-Moody Lie algebras [3] leads one to hope for such interesting links in the case

of higher logarithms as well. Furthermore, the tower of nilmanifolds associated to

P¿ — {3 points} via {ln¿} suggests, following a remark of P. Deligne, relations to

Sullivan's theory of differential forms. We hope to pursue this at some future time.

Finally, we have come to learn recently of an independent and very elegant

construction of these nilmanifolds due to J. W. Milnor (unpublished).

We would like to thank Spencer Bloch for his constant and friendly encourage-

ment.

For x in C, set ln0(x) = x/(l — x) and L(x) = i2iri)~xlog(x). Then ln¿ is

defined recursively by

M*) = f^k-\(t)àL(t).
Jo

It follows easily that each ln¿. satisfies the (fc + l)st order, homogeneous, algebraic

differential equation

<•> ¿(o^HP'"))--
This equation has regular singular points at 1 and 00 if fc = 1, and at 0,1, and 00

iffc> 1.
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Now let, for each integer m > 2,
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and let [   ]m denote the one-parameter subgroup Ga -» 7v"m given by
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The image of [ ]m normalizes Um. Let Äm denote the corresponding semidirect

product. It is then an algebraic subgroup of Nm isomorphic to Ga IX G^m~ x\ We will

write the elements of Rm as ([y]m',(xu... ,xm_})) with y, xj in Ga. Let R2 denote

Ga X Ga.

Let a and ß denote respectively the cycles around 0 and 1 in P¿ — {0,1, co},

oriented in the usual way. Then w, — 7r,(P¿ — (0,1, oo}) is a free group on a and ß.

Now for each fc > 1, define a representation \k: w, -» 21^+ ,(C) C GL¿+ ,(C) by

a~([l]*+1;(0,...,0))   and   ß»([0]k+l;(l,0,...,0)).

Put rt+1 = Xk(iTx). It is a discrete, A>step nilpotent subgroup of Rk+l(C). Note

that T3 is the Z-points of the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group and that T2 = Z2 =

<* = rAa*„ for every k> 1.

Let Mk+l denote the complex nilmanifold Tk+l \Rk+x(C).

Theorem, (a) The {multivaluedmap) pk: P¿ - (0,1, oo) -> Rk+\(C) C Nk+], given

by

x^([L(x)]k+];lnl(x),ln2(x),...,lnk(x)),

becomes well defined modulo Tk+l.

(b) Each Mk+] comes equipped with a C*-action with the quotient being identified

with Mk. If pk denotes the corresponding projection Mk+l -* Mk, then we have the

commutative diagram ( for k > 2)

Mk+l

P¿- {0,1,00}

Pk

Pk-\

iPk

Pk
(c) There exists a holomorphic connection vk on Mk+, -* Mk such that pk yields a

flat section to the corresponding pullback {via p¿_,) bundle with connection on

P¿-{0,l,oo}.

Proof, (a) The solution space to {*)k is spanned by {ln¿, Lj/j\\ 0 <j < k — 1}.

It is easy to check that the monodromy around 1  amounts to sending ln^ to
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ln¿. + L(k   l)/(k — 1)! and fixing the (LJ/j\)'s. Consequently, ß acts on

def

In,

£.<*-'>/(*- 1)!

by multiplication on the left by pk(ß).

The monodromy around 0 fixes ln^ and sends each LJ/j\ to

1 L'

Thus « acts on u^. via pk(a) on the left. The assertion (a) now follows, since \k sends

x to the matrix whose (/ + l)st column is

/ . /   \ \ i,

(b) Define pk: Rk+, rfi Rk when k>2 (resp. A: = 2) by

([jO*-h;(*.,-.-,*J)-([.v]*;(*i,....**-■))

v,(x)\}l

1
0 )k-l.

(resp. {[y]3; (*„ x2)) -* (.y, x,)).

In   either   case   let   ik   denote   the   injection   Ga

([0]^+,; (0,... ,0, z)). Then we have the exact sequence

Rk+i   given   by   z

0
Pk

,Rk+\ ~*Rh ].

Note that since I\+1 is a discrete, fc-step nilpotent subgroup of Rk+](C), the

intersection of ik(Q) with Tft+1 is a rank-1 free abehan group, and is generated by

ik{tk) for some tk in Q.

The map pk makes sense on Tk+l and pk(Tk+}) = Tk. Consequently we have the

commutative exact diagram

0 c

u

**z

**+.(C)

u

/>*

Pk

**(C)

u

1

Identifying C/tkZ with C* via zh-»exp(2ír/z/r¿), we get an action of C* on each

^* + i = I*+1 \Äft+1(C). The quotient clearly identifies, viap¿, to A/¿ = Tk\Rk{C).

Finally, unwinding the definition of {pk) we see that pk_] — pk° pk.

(c) Let Gk+i (resp. Ck+l) denote the complex Lie group ik(tkZ)\Rk+l(C) (resp.

ik(tkZ)\ik(C)), and let tk+i denote the image of Tk+l under the canonical projec-

tion Rk+l{C) -> Gk+]. Then A/¿+1 is none other than the quotient of Gk+l by the

left action of f/t+1. If Ak+l denotes the group tk+i ■ Ck+i in Gk+i, then there exists
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a unique character nk+i of At+1 which is trivial on tk+l and is the identity on Ck+i.

The space tk of holomorphic sections of the line bundle associated topk: Mk+, -* Mk

can now be identified (as a right G ¿.^-module) with the representation of Gk+l

induced holomorphically by nk+v This gives rise to an action mk of Lie Gk+l on tk.

To define a connection we have to give a way to differentiate the sections in tk by

the derivations on the base Mk. To do this we first note that LieGk+l can be

realized, when k > 2 (resp. k = 2), as

[y; x,, x2,- ■ - ,xk\

0

y

o

lo
y
o

xx,...,xk,y E C

(resp. {{y, x) \y, x G C}). We see that the map Lie Gk+, -> Lie Gk (coining from the

differential of pk) admits a vector space- (but not a Lie algebra-) section sk given,

when k>2 (resp. k = 2), by [y; x,,... ,xJt_1] h> [y; x,,. .. ,xk_x, 0] (resp.

(j>, x)h>[.v; x, 0]). Now define vk to be the holomorphic connection defined by the

action on tk via -nk ° sk of the right invariant derivations on Gk.

It is a simple exercise to verify that, locally on P¿ — (0,1, oo}, a section m to the

pullback bundle with connection via pk_, is flat if and only if

<p • In,, _,(x) dL(x) + d<p = 0.

Certainly, pk gives rise to such a (flat) section.   Q.E.D.
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